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Basketbal l 6

Every player
got on the
score sheet in
the final
league match
of the season
as local rivals
Newman
were unable
to stop the
flood of
baskets
scored by our
Y8/9 team.
This was the
highest total
ever scored
by a KS3
team in the
history of
Boteler
Basketball
and underlines the progress made this year. The total means we
scored at least once in every minute of the match.
With Newman finding it difficult to penetrate our man to man
defence, interceptions and steals were numerous. Renz Kae
Agpoon (20 points) and Kieran Jones (12 points) repeatedly
used their speed and strength to out jump and outmuscle the
Newman guards. Top scorer Jacob Lloyd (26 points) and
Cameron Burrows (14 points) benefitted from good service as
our transitional game showed clear improvements. Matthew
McCready joined in the scoring showing good speed and
finishing skill as well as providing several assists.

Rampant Team Score 100 Points vs Newman

Great finishing
by Renz Kae Agpoon
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When the Newman
team did manage to get
a shot off, any rebounds
were easily taken by
forwards Nathan
Weaver, who also made
his presence felt on the
offensive board with 22
points, a performance
we need him to repeat
regularly if we are to
compete in the Y10/11
league next year. Josh
Carmichael (14 points)
contributed regularly to

the scoring in both halves,
notably scoring the final
basket with seconds to go,
which took our score into
three figures.
In spite of the one-sided
nature of the game, which
we won by 100-20, it was
played in good spirit and we
look forward to seeing the
Newman players again next
season.
Mr H Chambers

Dominant rebounding
by Nathan Weaver

Solid defence
by Kieran Jones


